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Miguel in his officeMiguel in his office





MiguelMiguel’’s footsteps to Japans footsteps to Japan

�� 1985 ICM conference in San Francisco.1985 ICM conference in San Francisco. OcioOcio: Noise measurement (Invited talk): Noise measurement (Invited talk)

1987 The conference on High 1987 The conference on High TcTc in Sendaiin Sendai

�� 1988 The 21988 The 2ndnd YukawaYukawa Seminar in Kyoto                                               Seminar in Kyoto                                               SapporoSapporo

Discussion of our collaborationDiscussion of our collaboration

�� 1989 Guest Professor of Osaka University1989 Guest Professor of Osaka University

Stayed in Stayed in Hokkaido UniversityHokkaido University for 3 months and for 3 months and OcioOcio gave  a  lecture gave  a  lecture 

on SQUID on SQUID 

�� 1990 MPT conference in Osaka (Invited talk)1990 MPT conference in Osaka (Invited talk)

�� 1991 Invited to Osaka University together with 1991 Invited to Osaka University together with P.PariP.Pari for 1 monthfor 1 month

to install Dilution fridge .to install Dilution fridge .

Since 1994, Miguel visited Since 1994, Miguel visited Osaka UniversityOsaka University every yearevery year

�� Start of collaboration on heavy Start of collaboration on heavy fermionfermion Ce(RuCe(Ru11--xxRhRhxx))22SiSi22
OsakaOsaka

�� PhD thesis of PhD thesis of TabataTabata ( Researcher of Osaka university )                       ( Researcher of Osaka university )                       

�� 2002  LT conference in Hiroshima2002  LT conference in Hiroshima.  .  OcioOcio:: Advanced experiment on fluctuation Advanced experiment on fluctuation 
dissipation relation in nondissipation relation in non--ergodicergodic systems.systems.









Heavy FermionsHeavy Fermions

�� CeRuCeRu22SiSi2       2       ((FlouquetFlouquet, , GrenobleGrenoble))

�� URuURu22SiSi2         2         (Superconductivity appears in the(Superconductivity appears in the

antiferromagneticantiferromagnetic phase.)phase.)

““Is it true? Is it true? ““was my question !!was my question !!



The Research on CeRuThe Research on CeRu22SiSi22

�� In our collaboration, Miguel paid attention to In our collaboration, Miguel paid attention to 

the magnetic phase transitions inthe magnetic phase transitions in

Ce(RuCe(Ru11--xxRhRhxx))22SiSi2 2 ..

�� Interesting point of heavy fermions is a lot of Interesting point of heavy fermions is a lot of 

varieties in the low temperature properties.varieties in the low temperature properties.



Characteristic feature of heavy Characteristic feature of heavy 

fermionCeRufermionCeRu22SiSi22
�� CeRuCeRu22SiSi22 is a paramagnetic heavy is a paramagnetic heavy fermionfermion compound.compound.

�� The characteristic feature of magnetism in CeRuThe characteristic feature of magnetism in CeRu22SiSi2 2 is is 
coexistence of many short range orders with coexistence of many short range orders with 
incommennsurateincommennsurate magnetic wave vector q below Tmagnetic wave vector q below TKK.  .  
By inelastic neutron scattering study scanned in the c*By inelastic neutron scattering study scanned in the c*--
and a*and a*--planes in the first planes in the first BrillouinBrillouin zone, 3 peaks were zone, 3 peaks were 
found at the scattering vectors qfound at the scattering vectors q11(0.3 0 0), q(0.3 0 0), q22(0.3 0.3 0) (0.3 0.3 0) 
and qand q33(0 0 0.35). (0 0 0.35). 

�� By replacing parts of constituent atoms, one of short By replacing parts of constituent atoms, one of short 
range orders is stabilized to make a long range order range orders is stabilized to make a long range order 
(spin density wave : SDW).(spin density wave : SDW).



Phase transition in Phase transition in 

Ce(RuCe(Ru11--xxRhRhxx))22SiSi22 compoundcompound

�� CeRhCeRh22SiSi2 2 shows shows antiferromagneticantiferromagnetic order.order.

�� Ce(RuCe(Ru0.50.5RhRh0.50.5))22SiSi2 2 is close to QCP.is close to QCP.

QCP is the quantum critical point where nonQCP is the quantum critical point where non--

magnetic to magnetic transition occurs at T = 0 .magnetic to magnetic transition occurs at T = 0 .

�� Miguel focused his attention to the study near Miguel focused his attention to the study near 

the QCP in Ce(Ruthe QCP in Ce(Ru0.50.5RhRh0.50.5))22SiSi2 2 and worked as the and worked as the 

supervisor for supervisor for TabataTabata..













Characteristic feature of heavy Characteristic feature of heavy 

fermionfermion at SDW transitionat SDW transition

�� The Kondo coupling between sThe Kondo coupling between s--band conduction electrons and band conduction electrons and 
localized flocalized f--electrons creates heavy electrons creates heavy fermionfermion band at the Fermi band at the Fermi 
level below the Tlevel below the TKK. . 

�� The band gap opening occurs at the Fermi surface by   nesting.The band gap opening occurs at the Fermi surface by   nesting.

�� As a As a ressultressult, the , the resistivityresistivity increases steeply below  the SDW increases steeply below  the SDW 
transition temperature.          transition temperature.          

�� This is the characteristic behavior of heavy This is the characteristic behavior of heavy fermionfermion in in RuRu rich rich 
Ce(RuCe(Ru11--xxRhRhxx))22SiSi2 2 compound and in a normal metal like Cr, there compound and in a normal metal like Cr, there 
is no such an anomalous behavior below the SDW transition.is no such an anomalous behavior below the SDW transition.





MiguelMiguel’’s ideas idea

�� In heavy fermions, there is competition between onIn heavy fermions, there is competition between on--site Kondo site Kondo 
interaction (Tinteraction (TKK) showing Kondo screening and the RKKY ) showing Kondo screening and the RKKY 
interaction ( J ) between localized moments.  At Tinteraction ( J ) between localized moments.  At TKK ~ J, ~ J, 
magnetic to nonmagnetic to non--magnetic transition occurs at T = 0, which is magnetic transition occurs at T = 0, which is 
quantum critical point (QCP).quantum critical point (QCP).

��

From a proliferation of magnetic excitations characteristic of From a proliferation of magnetic excitations characteristic of 
QCP, nonQCP, non--Fermi liquid behavior appears.  Fermi liquid behavior appears.  

Miguel focused his attention to the nonMiguel focused his attention to the non--Fermi liquid behavior Fermi liquid behavior 
(deviation from the Fermi liquid behavior) in Ce(Ru(deviation from the Fermi liquid behavior) in Ce(Ru0.50.5RhRh0.50.5))22SiSi22 .  .  
This compound is considered to be close to the QCP and also to This compound is considered to be close to the QCP and also to 
have large effect of disorder.  Then, in addition to the spin have large effect of disorder.  Then, in addition to the spin 
fluctuations characteristic of the QCP, there is quantum Griffitfluctuations characteristic of the QCP, there is quantum Griffiths hs 
like behavior.like behavior.





The Model by The Model by GrempelGrempel and and 

Rozenberg(Phys.Rev.B60,1999Rozenberg(Phys.Rev.B60,1999--I)I)

�� In a disordered Kondo alloy, random distributed spins interact In a disordered Kondo alloy, random distributed spins interact 
with a band of conduction electrons through a local Kondo with a band of conduction electrons through a local Kondo 
coupling. There is also a residual RKKY exchange interaction coupling. There is also a residual RKKY exchange interaction 
between the spins, which is random because of the disorder in between the spins, which is random because of the disorder in 
their positions. Many of rare earth Kondo alloys exhibit their positions. Many of rare earth Kondo alloys exhibit uniaxialuniaxial
anisotoropyanisotoropy. To a first approximation, the Hamiltonian of the . To a first approximation, the Hamiltonian of the 
model is model is 
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NonNon--FermiFermi--Liquid Scaling in Liquid Scaling in 

Ce(RuCe(Ru0.50.5RhRh0.50.5))22SiSi22



The The ResistivityResistivity as a Function of a as a Function of a 

Magnetic Field HMagnetic Field H





Origin of nonOrigin of non--Fermi liquid behaviorsFermi liquid behaviors

(1) (1) PloliferationPloliferation of  spin fluctuations near QCP.of  spin fluctuations near QCP.

(2) Distribution of T(2) Distribution of TKK in mixed compound.in mixed compound.

�� magnetic to nonmagnetic to non--magnetic transition occurs at T = 0, which is magnetic transition occurs at T = 0, which is 
quantum critical point (QCP). In Ce(Ruquantum critical point (QCP). In Ce(Ru0.50.5RhRh0.50.5))22SiSi2 2 ,  ,  RuRu rich side rich side 
is nonis non--magnetic and magnetic and RhRh rich side is magnetic. In addition to the rich side is magnetic. In addition to the 
spin fluctuations characteristic of the QCP, there is quantum spin fluctuations characteristic of the QCP, there is quantum 
Griffiths like behavior.Griffiths like behavior.

�� Ce(RuCe(Ru0.50.5RhRh0.50.5))22SiSi22 is expected to be another example of is expected to be another example of 
nonnon--Fermi liquid behavior.Fermi liquid behavior.

��

The experimental results were interpreted by The experimental results were interpreted by GrempelGrempel’’ss theory theory 
for spin glass QCP model and the quantum for spin glass QCP model and the quantum GriffthsGriffths –– phase phase 
scenario.scenario.



Theoretical predictionsTheoretical predictions

�� ρρ(T,H(T,H) ) --ρρ(0,H) ~ T(0,H) ~ T3/2 3/2 ΨΨ(T/(T/ΔΔTT00), where  ), where  

ΔΔ(T,H) is the effective distance to the QCP (T,H) is the effective distance to the QCP 

and and δρδρ = T= T3/23/2 at QCP.at QCP.

�� δχδχ == χχ(0)(0) –– χχ( T )( T ) ～～ TT3/4 3/4 at QCP.at QCP.

�� γγMFMF = C/T  ~ 1  = C/T  ~ 1  -- b  Tb  T1/21/2





The SusceptibilityThe Susceptibility



�� The value of the parameters are r = 8 x 10The value of the parameters are r = 8 x 10--33, , 

TT00 = 24 K and H= 24 K and H0 0 =13 T.=13 T.

r =  r =  δδJJ/ J/ JC C measures the distance to the truemeasures the distance to the true

QCP, QCP, giving  giving  δδJJ ~ 0.2 K.~ 0.2 K.

For the measurement of small magnetic field less than 1kG, tFor the measurement of small magnetic field less than 1kG, the he 
susceptibility shows divergent behavior toward T = 0.  This susceptibility shows divergent behavior toward T = 0.  This 
divergent behavior is due to divergent behavior is due to RhRh rich domains in the mixed rich domains in the mixed 
compound of Ce(Rucompound of Ce(Ru0.50.5RhRh0.50.5))22SiSi22. The magnetic moment remains . The magnetic moment remains 
in the in the RhRh rich region. rich region. 





�� AntiferromagneticAntiferromagnetic clusteringsclusterings develop rapidly develop rapidly 

near 2 K and the cluster size seems to stay finite near 2 K and the cluster size seems to stay finite 

below 0.7 K  with 1 below 0.7 K  with 1 μμsecsec correlation time correlation time 

inside the clusters. inside the clusters. 













OcioOcio’’ss most impressive researchmost impressive research

�� The study of 1/f  magnetic fluctuations in spin The study of 1/f  magnetic fluctuations in spin 
glasses.glasses.

Invited paper at ICM conf. in Invited paper at ICM conf. in 

San Fransisco(1985)San Fransisco(1985)

�� Experimental study on a generalization of the Experimental study on a generalization of the 
fluctuation dissipation relation in nonfluctuation dissipation relation in non--ergodicityergodicity
system.system.

Invited paper at LT conf. in HiroshimaInvited paper at LT conf. in Hiroshima

(2002)(2002)













MiguelMiguel’’s note and scientific articless note and scientific articles



Miguel absent officeMiguel absent office



The photo stuck on the board in The photo stuck on the board in 

MiguelMiguel’’s office in April, 2004.s office in April, 2004.




